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ABSTRACT  

 

 

In this thesis, I will examine the poetry and prose of a late eighteenth- and early 

nineteenth-century writer, Anna Letitia Barbauld. Through the early 1970s, literary scholarship 

on the Romantic period focused almost exclusively on male canonical writers such as 

Wordsworth and Keats. By focusing on the work of a popular and prolific female writer such as 

Barbauld, I hope to contribute to the debate on what is considered Romantic. My overall thesis is 

that despite the evidence of Barbauld�s conventionally �feminine� poems as well as her own 

personal history, Barbauld was not a simple antifeminist or mere schoolmistress, but rather an 

important contributor to the debates in the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century 

concerning feminine identity, and moreover, the feminine ideal. 

 The first chapter discusses the Romantic era�s timeline, explores Barbauld�s interaction 

with her contemporaries, exposes the many obstacles to women writers of Barbauld�s era, and 

reviews Barbauld�s reception history. In the introduction, I will first discuss Barbauld�s place in 

the Romantic century. If we think of Barbauld as an early Romantic (she began publishing in 

1773 and most of her major literary contributions were made before 1800), a different account of 

Romanticism emerges. I will then give a brief biography of Barbauld, which will include her 

interaction with other Romantic writers such as Wordsworth and Coleridge, and conclude the 

introduction by discussing the past neglect of Barbauld and other Romantic women writers. 

In the second chapter, I move on to compare Barbauld with one of her more radical 

female contemporaries, Mary Wollstonecraft.  Given that critics such as Marlon B. Ross and 

Mary Wollstonecraft labeled Barbauld as an antifeminist based upon poems such as �To a Lady 
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with some painted Flowers� and �The Rights of Woman,� I think it is important to examine the 

considerable number of similarities between Wollstonecraft and Barbauld. In Barbauld�s works 

�Fashion: A Vision� and �Epistle to William Wilberforce,� her language and ideas sound 

remarkably similar to that of Wollstonecraft�s. Both criticize their society�s construction of 

marriage as well as the upper class women of their day, and both writers believe that women 

should be more concerned with improving their minds than with obsessing over fashion.  

Finally, in the third chapter I explore how Barbauld subtly undermined the belief system 

of her day by identifying women�s exclusion from the masculine sphere, asserting the validity of 

desire, and affirming the power of the feminine consciousness. Barbauld�s poems �Inscription 

for an Ice-House� and �The Mouse�s Petition� also offer feminist critiques regarding the social 

order that persists in controlling women in eighteenth-century England. Moreover, in poems such 

as �A Summer Evening�s Meditation,� �Corsica,� and �Washing-Day,� Barbauld uses female 

consciousness as a distinct counterbalance to male consciousness. These three poems refute 

cultural stereotypes of women in their assigned domestic roles by showing the power of female 

subjectivity. 

  I will conclude my paper by discussing the problem of the British Romantic literary 

canon. Mary Favret calls Barbauld and Felicia Hemans �newly canonized writers,� but I doubt 

whether other literary critics would agree with her assessment. The problem of canonization and 

women writers is not easily resolved, given that women writers such as Barbauld are usually 

regarded as mere complements to the work of the six (male) established canonical writers. An 

examination of important female authors is important, therefore, in order to open up the debate 

on canonization and Romanticism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 Since thousands of women were writing between 1789 and 1832, it is indeed puzzling 

that literary scholarship on the Romantic period prior to 1980 focused almost exclusively on �the 

big six.� Modern concepts of what is meant by Romantic and Romanticism, as a result, have 

been consistently shaped by male writers and are therefore loaded with gendered constructs. 

Given the prior exclusion of women writers from the Romantic canon, it is important to 

reexamine women writers such as Anna Letitia Barbauld who had important insights into the 

literary, social, and political conditions of their day. Joel Haefner, in fact, suggests pushing back 

the start of the Romantic era to 1770, since �it no longer seems relevant to begin with the 

publication of a volume of poems by two men and to end with the death of one of these same two 

fellows� (�(De)Forming� 53). 

Examining the work of a popular and prolific female writer such as Anna Barbauld, then, 

is necessary to open up the debate on what is considered Romantic and to reshape perceptions of 

the literary atmosphere of the Romantic era. Although Barbauld was widely admired by such 

disparate writers as Walter Savage Landor, Hannah Cowley, Mary Robinson, Horace Walpole, 

and William Wordsworth, her work was largely ignored after the mid nineteenth century. When 

she was mentioned, usually in a footnote, it was in reference either to the hymnals or the 

children�s verse she composed, and thus she was regarded as little more than a moralist or, as 

William McCarthy puts it, a �national nanny� (�High Minded� 177).  
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A detailed examination of Anna Barbauld and her poetry and prose, however, reveals a 

writer who struggled with the question of feminine identity, and moreover, the concept of the 

feminine ideal that was promoted in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In the first 

chapter, then, I will give a brief background by discussing the timeline of the Romantic era, 

exploring Barbauld�s interaction with her contemporaries, exposing the many obstacles to 

women writers of Barbauld�s era, and reviewing Barbauld�s reception history. After the 

background, I will offer a comparison between Barbauld and one of her more radical female 

contemporaries, Mary Wollstonecraft. Although Barbauld and Wollstonecraft may initially 

appear to differ greatly in ideology and style, they shared some important beliefs on fashion, 

education, and marriage. Finally, I will explore how Barbauld subtly undermined the belief 

system of her day by identifying women�s exclusion from the masculine sphere, asserting the 

validity of desire, whether it be political or personal, and affirming the power of feminine 

consciousness. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

BARBAULD AND HER WORLD 

 

 

 

 

 Barbauld, in fact, may well be considered the first Romantic. Elizabeth Kraft and William 

McCarthy state decisively that �as a poet, Barbauld can claim to be considered a founder of 

British Romanticism� (Selected Poetry 11). Barbauld�s first volume of poetry, Poems, was 

published in 1773, a good decade before what most Romanticists consider the start of the 

Romantic era, and most of her major literary contributions were made before 1800. In fact, by 

the time that Coleridge and Wordsworth published their groundbreaking collaboration, Lyrical 

Ballads, in 1798, Barbauld was 55 years old. As Stuart Curran notes, until recently the Romantic 

�chronology has been written wholly, and arbitrarily, along a masculine gender line� (187). 

Curran goes on to note that Barbauld was not the only early Romantic feminine figure, and that 

other women writers such as Hannah More, Anna Seward, Charlotte Smith, Helen Maria 

Williams, and Mary Robinson were also writing and publishing in the late eighteenth century. It 

is therefore important to emphasize female writers such as Barbauld to determine first, how the 

changing boundaries shift our perceptions of women writers and their works and second, how 

looking at Barbauld and other women writers changes the way the boundaries look. 

It is helpful to examine Barbauld�s interaction with some of her Romantic contemporaries 

to open up the debate on what is considered Romantic and to examine some of the obstacles 

facing Barbauld and other women writers of the day. Given that Barbauld was born in 1743 and 

that her first volume of poetry was published in 1773, she was therefore considerably older than 
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even the first generation of Romantic poets, and was �for the younger generation an object of 

awe� (Rodgers 150). Since Barbauld had been publishing for nearly thirty years by the time that 

Wordsworth and the other canonical male writers began their publishing careers, she evidently 

felt qualified to render judgments on their work, a fact that entirely displeased the objects of her 

comments. Although Coleridge eventually acquired a long-lasting resentment of Barbauld, he 

seemingly appreciated Barbauld�s literary assessments after their first meeting in 1797. In a letter 

dated 1 March 1800, Coleridge wrote: 

The more I see of Barbauld the more I admire her- that wonderful Propriety of 

Mind!- She has great acuteness, very great- yet how steadily she keeps it within 

the bounds of practical Reason. This I almost envy as well as admire- My own 

Subtleties too often lead me into strange (tho� God be praised) transient Out-of-

the-way-nesses. Oft like a winged Spider, I am entangled in a new Spun web- but 

never fear for me, �tis but the flutter of my wings- & off I am again! (Vargo) 

Of course, a closer examination of Coleridge�s word choice and phrasing reveals the tone of the 

letter to be rather faint in its praise of Barbauld�s intellectual and imaginative capabilities. Using 

the word �propriety,� with its connotations of meekness and decorum, to describe Barbauld�s 

mind shows that he viewed her more as a lady than a poet, and stating that he almost envied her 

for her rationality demonstrates that he did not view her as a serious literary rival. Coleridge also 

did not admire Barbauld�s use of �practical Reason,� despite his words of praise, for he then goes 

on to praise God for his own imaginative leaps into metaphysics and abstract thoughts. 

Coleridge, then, may have been prepared to admire Barbauld for her modesty and decorum, but 

did not take her intellectual and literary pursuits very seriously. 
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Despite Barbauld�s prodigious literary output, she was usually mentioned in anthologies 

or classrooms only as a side note to Coleridge. Until recently, in fact, Anna Barbauld was known 

solely for her complaint that Coleridge�s Rime of the Ancient Mariner �was improbable, and had 

no moral� (Vargo). As we have seen, Coleridge initially respected Barbauld and her writing, but 

his dislike for her grew after 1804 when an unfavorable review of one of Charles Lamb�s works 

was wrongly attributed to Barbauld (ibid.). Coleridge�s dislike for Barbauld later found an outlet 

through the punning of her name, �Mistress Bare and Bald,� and he and Wordsworth both 

resented becoming the objects of Barbauld�s criticism.  However, Wordsworth�s dislike for 

Barbauld may have had more to do with Barbauld�s religious and political views than with any 

implied literary slights. Wordsworth was prepared to acknowledge Barbauld�s literary success, 

and even wished that he had written the last few lines of Barbauld�s poem �Life,� but stated in a 

letter that she �was spoiled as a poetess by being a dissenter, and connected with a dissenting 

academy� (Rodgers 149). In an age when being a dissenter was linked with being a betrayer of 

England, Barbauld faced much criticism for her beliefs, but this censure did not stop her from 

challenging political and social conditions in her poetry and prose. 

Barbauld�s bravery in expressing her often controversial beliefs in her poetry and prose 

becomes all the more astonishing when the social conditions of the late eighteenth- and early 

nineteenth-century England are examined. Although it is generally acknowledged that women 

writers of this period faced many obstacles in their pursuit of publication, most critics are prone 

to label women writers such as Felicia Hemans and Anna Barbauld as antifeminists without 

recognizing the tremendous restrictions such writers labored under. As Katharine Rogers points 

out, even such prominent writers as Jane Austen and Fanny Burney were �apologetic and furtive 

about their creative work,� and most women were forced to write �under conditions unthinkable 
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for a male author� (Feminism 25). In an age dominated by patriarchal values and institutions, 

those female authors who refused to stick to acceptable feminine topics, such as love, could 

expect to be excoriated by the critics. And, as Rogers points out, �women were terribly 

dependent on public opinion� (ibid., 36). The more a woman writer earned the praise of a 

(masculine) critical audience, the more likely she was to enjoy commercial success. Thus, it was 

necessary to please in order to publish� (Hickok 13). Given that most men were inclined to view 

�the social position of a professional woman writer� as �little better than that of a mistress,� 

women writers had to tread carefully when entering the public domain and courting the critics 

(Curran, �Women Readers� 179). One only has to consider the enormous critical backlash 

Barbauld faced after publishing Eighteen Hundred and Eleven, discussed below, to see why 

many women writers of the time succumbed to the pressure of choosing appropriate topics for 

their works so that they could continue to be published.  

Women writers thus faced several enormous obstacles according to Gilbert and Gubar in 

The Madwoman in the Attic. As these critics point out, women writers who studied Homer, such 

as the Bluestockings, were generally condescended to or ridiculed. Conversely, women writers 

who did not study Homer were not taken seriously. Lastly, as Gilbert and Gubar indignantly 

state, �whatever alternative tradition the woman poet attempts to substitute for �ancient rules� is 

subtly denigrated� (547). For instance, when Barbauld attempted a �feminist rewriting of a 

neoclassical progress poem� with Eighteen Hundred and Eleven (Mellor, �Female Poet� 272), 

she was not only castigated publicly by John Wilson Croker, but also by her friends. Henry 

Crabb Robinson, a good friend of Barbauld�s, notes in his Diaries that �I certainly wish she had 

not written it,� because �the tone and spirit of it are certainly very bad,� and Maria Edgeworth 

�defended the poem privately, in a letter to Barbauld, but- in a gesture with which some of us are 
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all too familiar- she declined to enter the fray in public� (Keach, 570). The fact that Barbauld had 

dared to enter into the political debate on the Peninsular War and to question and ultimately 

condemn her nation�s policies would have been bad enough, but that she appropriated a typically 

masculine literary style and reworked it to prove her point threatened the separate spheres for 

male and female writers. Whereas Barbauld�s masculine contemporaries such as Johnson and 

Coleridge offered the �romantic concept of regeneration through Nature� (ibid.), Barbauld�s 

personal beliefs barred her from offering the same reprieve. 

Women writers, then, were condemned on all sides regardless of which style or subject 

they chose, and even a cursory glance at Barbauld�s reception history reveals this critical bias. 

On the one hand, eighteenth century anthologists and critics spoke of women writers in 

condescending tones and refused to take their work seriously. Frederic Rowton, for example, 

chose to overlook Barbauld�s more controversial works and to focus instead on selections that 

dealt with the only two topics deemed �safe� for women writers: religion and love. Thus, her 

hymns and more �feminine� poems such as �On a Lady�s Writing� are included in Rowton�s The 

Female Poets of Great Britain (1853), and Rowton remarks that Barbauld�s selections illustrate 

�the chaste tenderness, the delicate, musical flow of thought, that distinguish the female mind� 

(qtd. in Vargo). William Hazlitt, too, downplayed the radical tones of Barbauld�s political poems 

and states that �she is a very pretty poetess; and, to my fancy, strews the flowers of poetry most 

agreeably round the borders of religious controversy� (qtd. in Keach 577). Hazlitt and Rowton, 

then, were content to focus on poems that did not threaten the established masculine order and 

that instead exhibited a more feminine tone and subject matter that was later to frustrate 

twentieth century critics of Barbauld�s work. 
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On the other hand, when Barbauld and other women writers chose to write about political 

events and societal issues, such as slavery and poverty, critics were dismayed that they had gone 

outside the bounds of �safe� feminine topics. This excerpt from the Monthly Review regarding 

Barbauld�s Poems in 1773 is a useful example of this bias:   

We hoped the Woman was going to appear; & that while we admired the genius & 

learning of her graver compositions, we should be affected by the sensibility & 

passion of the softer pieces. Miss Aikin, like most female writers, has, in some 

measure, disappointed us on the subject of Love. . . . How delighted should we 

have been to have received from such a hand as Miss Aikin�s the peculiar traits of 

this passion in a female mind! If we could have found that her heart had ever 

betrayed her, & that she had marked, from her own feelings, the particular distress 

of some female situations! (Rodgers 58). 

Although the reviewer admired Barbauld�s style in works such as �Corsica,� and even claimed 

her poems were �inferior only to the works of Milton & Shakespeare,� he could not be entirely 

comfortable with her appropriating masculine topics at the cost of topics that deal entirely with 

�female situations� (ibid.). The reviewer goes on to state ruefully that he wished Barbauld would 

have had more feminine influences in her life, so that her readers could be �enchanted by her 

feminine beauties,� as well as by her literary abilities. 

 John Wilson Croker�s scathing review of Eighteen Hundred and Eleven in the Quarterly 

Review is one of the more famous examples of a male critic taking exception to a woman 

writer�s choice of topic. In fact, Croker and the critic of the Monthly Review both illustrate Lynne 

Agress�s point that �male reviewers did not want women�s subordinate role criticized- even 

indirectly� (134). The latter reviewer states that he prefers Barbauld�s �softer pieces� and Croker 
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grudgingly admits toward the end of his diatribe that Barbauld�s �Lessons for Children� and 

�Hymns in Prose� �have been of some utility� (46). Thus, each reviewer is implicitly stating that 

separate spheres exist for male and female writers, and that members of the latter category depart 

from this system at their own risk. Richard Polwhele�s poem �The Unsex�d Female� vocalizes 

this conservative view of separate spheres as it castigates Wollstonecraft and other women 

writers Polwhele deems as too radical and unfeminine. After a lengthy stanza on the evils of 

Wollstonecraft�s Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), Polwhele singles out Barbauld as a 

writer who had fallen under Wollstonecraft�s evil influence and thereby �caught the strain,/ And 

deem�d her songs of Love, her Lyrics vain� (91-92). As Polwhele states in a footnote to 

Barbauld�s lines, �the crimsoning blush of modesty, will be always more attractive, than the 

sparkle of confident intelligence.� �Confident intelligence,� then, was assigned to the masculine 

realm from which women were restricted and modesty was instead assigned to the separate 

feminine sphere where beauty will always triumph over a presumptive intelligence.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

FEMININE SLAVERY IN THE WORKS OF MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT AND ANNA  

 

BARBAULD 

 

 

 

 

 Although Mary Wollstonecraft is most famous for breaking barriers for women writers, 

Barbauld�s complex treatment of women�s issues should not be disregarded. Given that Barbauld 

published a great amount of religious verse, like many other female poets of her time, as well as 

an anthology for young women called The Female Speaker, critics have been prone to label her 

�a figure of repression pure and simple, an enemy of women�s desire� (McCarthy, �We Hoped� 

125). Wollstonecraft herself, in fact, believed this characterization to be an accurate portrayal of 

Barbauld and her writing. In the fourth chapter of Vindication, Wollestonecraft takes Barbauld to 

task for the poem �To a Lady, with some painted Flowers� (1772), in which Barbauld compares 

the lady to �flowers sweet, and gay, and delicate,� and concludes that the lady�s �sweetest 

empire is- to please.� Wollstonecraft complained that such a sentiment �robs the whole sex of its 

dignity,� and goes on to assert that �this has ever been the language of men� (57). Considering 

that the fourth chapter is called �Observations on the State of Degradation to which Woman is 

Reduced by Various Causes,� it can be inferred that Wollstonecraft put Barbauld on the same 

level as Rousseau and other authors whose writings contributed to the degradation of women. To 

Wollstonecraft, a poem such as �To a Lady, with some painted Flowers� is just as bad as 

Rousseau�s Emilius because both works reinforce a demeaning image of women.  
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Even modern feminist critics, such as Isobel Armstrong, seem at a loss for what to do 

when confronted with the conventional patriarchal images of women in Barbauld�s poem. 

Armstrong mentions the poem fleetingly and excuses it by stating that it is �innocuous� and 

�forgivable in the context of an oeuvre that was to include poems defending the French 

revolution, meditations on Coleridge�s mystical conservatism, and a critique of the luxury 

derived from colonial exploitation, Eighteen Hundred and Eleven� (�Gush� 17). The need to 

apologize for the apparently antifeminist visions of Barbauld�s poem appears instinctual, and 

implies that the only Barbauld poems worth looking at are those which either concern other 

(male) Romantic poets or her more �serious,� political works such as Eighteen Hundred and 

Eleven.  

Barbauld�s poem �The Rights of Woman,� written in response to Wollstonecraft�s 

Vindication, only seems to reinforce Barbauld�s antifeminist image. In Wollstonecraft�s fourth 

chapter of Vindication, Wollstonecraft criticizes �fine ladies� for employing sensibility rather 

than reason and for regarding their purpose in life to be to please and entertain men by 

employing feminine wiles, as well as to tame man�s innate brutality. In contrast, Barbauld argues 

in �The Rights of Woman� that women should use their sensibility with its �bright artillery� of 

�soft melting tones� and �angel pureness� to improve men�s character. Once this task is done, 

however, Barbauld counsels women to �abandon each ambitious thought� since �separate rights 

are lost in mutual love.� Whereas Wollstonecraft believed men and women should be educated 

equally and that to love and be loved was not a woman�s sole purpose in life, Barbauld appears 

to be counseling the exact opposite idea and to be reinforcing the patriarchal order. As Marlon B. 

Ross states in his important study on desire in the works of Romantic women writers (The 

Contours of Masculine Desire: Romanticism and the Rise of Women�s Poetry) in this poem 
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�Barbauld argues against women�s rights� even as she �ridicules� feminists� demands for equal 

rights (217). To Ross, then, �the limits of Barbauld�s feminism are also the limits of her poetics� 

(ibid.). For both Ross and Armstrong, the flowery language and overt sentimentality of �The 

Rights of Woman� and ��To a Lady, with some painted Flowers,� as well as the portrayal of 

each poem�s feminine subject, signifies a clinging to and acceptance of the traditional masculine 

discourse regarding women. 

 It is tempting at this point, after examining Barbauld�s �The Rights of Woman� and �To a 

Lady, with some painted flowers,� to buy into Wollstonecraft�s assessment of Barbauld and to 

label Barbauld as an antifeminist who participated in the repression of women. However, as 

William McCarthy points out, �there are many rooms in the house of feminism, and 

Wollstonecraft is not its sole proprietor� (�We Hoped� 135). When reading �The Rights of 

Woman,� it should be noted that the poem was written in an outburst of anger at 

Wollstonecraft�s radical feminist precepts, and that Barbauld was also no doubt reacting to 

Wollstonecraft�s published jibe in Vindication about �To a Lady, with some painted flowers.� 

Moreover, Wollstonecraft later praises in Vindication one of Barbauld�s works from 

Miscellaneous Pieces in Prose, calling it an �excellent essay� on the virtue of determining a 

single course of education for young men. Also, Barbauld displayed a considerable range of 

subjects and styles throughout her lengthy publishing career. As mentioned earlier, she started 

out writing what was considered �appropriate� feminine poetry such as hymns and prayers and 

children�s verse, but after 1790 she wrote mainly about political and social concerns and in 

literary forms as diverse as riddles, odes, essays, and biting satire. Finally, the sentiments 

expressed in �The Rights of Woman� should not be read as Barbauld�s final word on the subject 

of women�s rights. Several of Barbauld�s works, in fact, express ideas quite similar to 
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Wollstonecraft�s own belief in the rational capacity of women. Finally, as William McCarthy 

notes, whereas Wollstonecraft found much to criticize in Barbauld�s poetry, other female writers, 

such as Mary Scott, Hannah Cowley, and Mary Robinson, �found Poems thrillingly woman 

affirming� (�We Hoped� 114). 

It is important to note at this point that just as Barbauld was not as conservative as many 

modern critics believe her to be, Wollstonecraft herself was not as radical as contemporary 

scholars such as Anne Mellor and Rachel Strachey make her out to be. Mellor points out that 

while the male Romantics were affirming a revolutionary ideology concerning the common man, 

Wollstonecraft was building �an equally revolutionary but very different ideology, what we 

might call the feminine Romantic ideology, an ideology grounded on a belief in the rational 

capacity and equality of woman� (Romanticism and Gender, 33). Although it is true that 

Wollstonecraft�s advocacy of woman as a rational creature was groundbreaking, revealing 

statements in the Vindication tend to detract from Wollstonecraft�s image as a feminist. Much of 

the thrust of Wollstonecraft�s argument regarding women is centered around their roles as wives 

and mothers, and Wollstonecraft cautions her reader that �when I treat of the peculiar duties of 

women . . . I do not mean to insinuate that they should be taken out of their families� (155).  

Wollstonecraft, then, constructed boundaries for women�s roles even as she sought to expand the 

masculine conception of these roles. In the introduction to the Vindication, Wollstonecraft asserts 

that the masculine �false system of education� imposed upon women has rendered them as 

�alluring mistresses� rather than �affectionate wives and rational mothers� (79). The emphasis in 

this passage, and throughout the rest of the Vindication, is thus focused upon women in their 

domestic roles. As Haworth concludes, �radical though she was thought to be in her day, in this 

acceptance of woman�s role Mary Wollstonecraft can be seen as firmly a member of her era� 
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(292). Much as Barbauld combines feminist elements with the more conservative ideas of her 

day, then, Wollstonecraft incorporates a feminist revolutionary ideology into the conservative 

viewpoint that women�s primary roles are as wives and mothers. 

Although Barbauld and Wollstonecraft employed widely differing styles, they shared an 

interest in reforming the stifling deficiencies in women�s education. While neither writer 

advocated a complete overthrow of the system of separate spheres for men and women, both 

writers wished to see women receiving a useful education rather than an education that focused 

on useless accomplishments, such as elegant needlework and dancing, which were designed to 

make women decorative objects rather than useful members of their society and homes. To that 

end, Wollstonecraft and Barbauld and many other women writers �attacked the deficiencies of 

fashionable training and values� and worked to �endow woman�s role with more competence, 

dignity, and consequence� (Mitzi Myers 201). The mission of much of Barbauld�s poetry and 

prose and Wollstonecraft�s Vindication is to prove that �the whole tenor of female education . . . 

tends to render the best disposed romantic and inconstant; and the remainder vain and mean� 

(Wollstonecraft 169). Thus, both writers tend to represent the focus on fashion rather than on the 

acquirement of useful skills as a form of feminine enslavement that eventually turns women into 

tyrants. 

Before going on to compare Wollstonecraft�s and Barbauld�s views on fashion and 

education, it is important to address Barbauld�s contradictory ideas on feminine education. A.R. 

Humphreys, Marlon Ross, Joanna Shattock, and Lynne Agress use different comments by 

Barbauld regarding education to demonstrate her glaring antifeminism. Ross, Humphreys, and 

Shattock use this excerpt from one of Barbauld�s letters to Elizabeth Montagu to underline their 

argument: �The best way for women to acquire knowledge is from conversation with a father, a 
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brother or friend, in the way of family intercourse and easy conversation, and by such a course of 

readings as they may recommend� (Contours 216). Barbauld here is responding to Montagu�s 

request to found a school for young women, and the fact that she is a woman author discouraging 

other women from attaining an education is further evidence to Ross that Barbauld is simply 

another figure of repression. In fact, Humphreys uses this example to illustrate his contention 

that �in general the Bluestockings contented themselves with enhancing the prestige of women 

by a peaceful penetration of male preserves, rather than by blowing trumpets for independence� 

(261). Joanne Shattock goes even further in her condemnation of Barbauld and states that this 

quotation shows that �Mrs. Barbauld had no sense of a common cause, or of a female literary 

tradition� (25).  

At this point in the eighteenth century, however, the �common cause� of feminism had 

yet to be established, and it is not until a century later that critics begin to outline any kind of 

�female literary tradition.�  Furthermore, the establishment of a school for girls no doubt 

appeared to be a risky financial proposition. Since the primary purpose of a woman�s life at the 

time was to marry, and since girls� schools �could not guarantee a husband, it was little wonder 

[that] fathers baulked at paying for their daughters� education� (Delamont 137-38). Given that 

most women had very little financial independence and were dependent on male family members 

for support, most women had to make do with the education they received at home. Barbauld, 

then, in her remarks to Montagu, was merely expressing some unfortunate truths about the state 

of female education. Nevertheless, Agress, too, shares Shattock�s view and uses one of 

Barbauld�s prose works, �On Female Studies,� to prove that she, along with Hannah More and 

Hester Stanhope, �discriminated against her own sex� (87). Agress extracts Barbauld�s statement 

that women should be �excused from all professional knowledge� such as classical languages, 
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politics, and anatomy as evidence of the irony of a woman writer separating herself from the rest 

of her sex (86). Given that Barbauld herself had an excellent education that included instruction 

in classical languages and a wide range of literature, such sentiments appear at first glance to be 

both hypocritical and insulting.  

Barbauld�s treatment of education in �On Female Studies,� however, is more complex 

than Agress would have us believe, and in some areas sounds remarkably similar to 

Wollstonecraft�s own precepts. Although it is true that Barbauld argues that women should not 

have to acquire professional knowledge since they do not have professional careers, she is not 

expressing the belief that women are in fact incapable of learning these subjects, and even states 

that such knowledge in women should be seen as �a desirable accomplishment� (Selected Poetry 

476). As Mahl and Koon point out, Barbauld�s views on feminine education in �On Female 

Studies� �may appear hopelessly out of date to the modern woman,� but in fact these opinions 

were considered quite radical in her day as �Anna Laetitia destroyed the popular eighteenth-

century notion that women could not be educated without irreparable damage to their brains� 

(260). Furthermore, one wonders why Barbauld goes through all trouble of enumerating all of 

the professions women are barred from after she has already stated conclusively �a woman is 

excused from all professional knowledge� (475). By listing all the professions that are open only 

to men, such as lawyers, doctors, politicians, professors, and preachers, Barbauld implies that 

women are not so much �excused� as excluded.  

One of Barbauld�s poems, �To Dr. Aikin on his Complaining that she neglected him, 

October 20
th
 1768,� reinforces this supposition of exclusion, as Barbauld contemplates how once 

she and her brother shared the same studies, but now �fair fate� has deigned that he pursue the 

�nobler labours of a manly mind� while her own lot is one of �more humble works,� �lower 
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cares,� and �less shining toils� (Poems lines 51-53). As McCarthy points out, this poem 

expresses �what birthright Barbauld felt herself to have been cheated of� (�We Hoped the 

Woman� 120). Indeed, the following lines illustrate Barbauld�s discontent with the established 

order of things and her own struggle to accept it: 

  But hush my heart! Nor strive to soar too high, 

  Nor for the tree of knowledge vainly sigh; 

  Check the fond love of science and of fame, 

  A bright, but ah! a too devouring flame 

  Content remain within thy bounded sphere (56-60) 

These five lines, in fact, reveal the woman writer�s own struggle with a literary career. As 

Kathleen Hickok notes, �besides the public�s expectations for their verse, women poets had also 

to contend with the current notions about women�s proper �sphere� . . . which tended to confine 

them to the appropriate feminine subjects, themes, and attitudes� (12). Barbauld, then, may be 

seen to be alluding both to the restrictions placed on women in attaining either an education or a 

literary career. Barbauld�s essay on Charlotte Smith in The British Novelists elucidates these 

restrictions even more. As Barbauld recounts, Smith was forced to work hard to attain a literary 

career because she had the misfortune of being brought up by an aunt �whose ideas of female 

education were less favourable to mental accomplishments than those of her father,� and Smith 

therefore received a �fashionable than a literary education,� and was forced to learn mostly �by 

stealth� (McCarthy and Kraft, Selected Poetry 436). Thus, in �On Female Studies,� Barbauld�s 

exhortation to her young female reader to ignore the more masculine subjects should not be 

attributed to Barbauld�s discrimination against her own sex, but rather to a desire to prevent other 
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women from experiencing the frustration of being barred from a truly useful education and 

challenging career. 

Barbauld goes on to state in �On Female Studies� that there is no excuse for female 

ignorance, and she encourages her female reader to acquire all the marks of the �cultivated 

mind,� such as intelligence, taste, and propriety, which will enable her to see the difference 

between a learned man and mere �pretenders� (481). To this end, Barbauld encourages her 

female readers to pursue �real knowledge� in the �great laws of the universe, the nature and 

properties of those objects which surround us,� rather than the �poor novelties of fashion and 

expense� (480). Wollstonecraft, too, rejects the �uncultivated mind� in women and urges them to 

resist �employing the mind in investigations remote from life� (158). Both Wollstonecraft and 

Barbauld, then, believed that women ought to educate themselves by taking an interest in the 

world around them and rejecting the vain interest in fashion. 

Even more noteworthy is that both writers explored what Mellor in Romanticism and 

Gender calls �the feminine Romantic ideology, an ideology grounded on a belief in the rational 

capacity and equality of women� (33). Rather than continuing to propound the conventional 

belief that education was wasted on women because of their inferior intelligence, both writers 

reinforce an image of woman as a rational being. In the introduction to the Vindication, 

Wollstonecraft defiantly states that �my own sex, I hope, will excuse me, if I treat them like 

rational creatures instead of . . . viewing them as if they were in a state of perpetual childhood� 

(81). Barbauld echoes Wollstonecraft by stating that �every woman should consider herself as 

sustaining the general character of a rational being� (267). Although the contention that women 

are capable of reason does not appear very radical to the modern mind, such views were rarely 

expressed, especially by women, in the eighteenth century. In fact, popular medical textbooks of 
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the time expressed the belief that education of any kind could damage the physical health and 

well-being of women, and that women were therefore incapable of reasoning. The prevailing 

mindset, then, toward women was that �education . . . would be wasted upon them; responsibility 

would overwhelm them, and work would make them ill� (Strachey, 16). It was therefore deemed 

more sensible for a father to educate his sons, who could make use of this knowledge in one of 

the many professions open to men, rather than his daughters, whose only occupations would be 

those of wives and mothers. 

 Barbauld�s works �Epistle to William Wilberforce, Esq. on the Rejection of the Bill for 

abolishing the Slave Trade� (�Epistle,� 1792) and �Fashion: A Vision� both exhibit ideas similar 

to some of Wollstonecraft�s precepts on fashion in Vindication. Both writers equated fashion 

with political questions on slavery and freedom and argued that women�s slavish devotion to 

fashion ought to be replaced with more wholesome occupations, such as educating themselves to 

be rational human beings. Barbauld�s essay, �Fashion: A Vision,� is noteworthy for its critique 

of women�s obsession with clothes and fripperies and for its depiction of fashion as a mechanism 

of female repression. The following excerpt is remarkable in its similarity to the language of 

Wollstonecraft�s Vindication:  

To break the shackles of oppression, and assert the native rights of man, is 

esteemed by many among the noblest efforts of heroic virtue; but vain is the 

possession of political liberty if there exists a tyrant of our own creation, who, 

without law or reason, or even external force, exercises over us the most despotic 

authority; whose jurisdiction is extended over every part of private and domestic 

life; controls our pleasures, fashions our garb, cramps our motions, fills our lives 

with vain cares and restless anxiety. The worst slavery is that which we 
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voluntarily impose upon ourselves; and no chains are so cumbrous and galling as 

those which we are pleased to wear by way of grace and ornament. (Selected 

Poetry 282-83) 

The �chains� and �slavery� Barbauld writes of find their parallel in Vindication when 

Wollstonecraft states that �genteel women are, literally speaking, slaves to their bodies, and 

glory in their subjection,� and that �an air of fashion . . . is but a badge of slavery� that enervates 

women and prevents them from becoming useful members of society (47, 97) When Barbauld 

writes of how fashion �fills our lives with vain cares and restless anxiety,� she could be echoing 

Wollstonecraft, who observes numerous fashionable ladies flying about in carriages, full of 

anxiety and �flying from themselves.� To Wollstonecraft and Barbauld, the fact that women 

subject themselves to the capricious and oftentimes silly rules of fashion means that they are just 

as enslaved as the servants they maintain. In an essay called �Thoughts on the Inequality of 

Conditions,� Barbauld even states that the �young lady of fashion� is just as unfortunate as �the 

poor woman, whose thin and scanty garment is not sufficient to defend her from the blasts of 

winter,� because the fashionable lady is obligated by fashion�s dictates �to shiver in a thin and 

scanty garment, and to expose her health by encountering without sufficient covering the noxious 

damp of the midnight air� (Selected Poetry 350). Considering that the abolitionist movement was 

well underway by the time that Wollstonecraft and Barbauld were writing their critiques in the 

late eighteenth century, and that both women supported the movement, the mention of slavery by 

both authors is ample indication of how seriously they regarded their subject. 

In their respective works, Wollstonecraft and Barbauld recognized that women who 

possessed uncultivated minds as a result of a deficient education and overweening fascination 

with fashion risked turning into selfish tyrants who neglected their families. As Wollstonecraft 
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points out, if eighteenth century women did not become the �abject slaves� of their husbands, 

they became �capricious tyrants� who were so selfishly absorbed with their own health and well-

being that they ignored their own children. Barbauld notes in one of her letters that when she 

sees �the Parisian ladies covered with rouge and enslaved by fashion, cold to the claims of 

maternal tenderness,� she is obliged to look away and instead to think of a mother �devoting her 

time and cares to her family and children� (97). Wollstonecraft, too, notes how women of 

fashion often neglect their own families, describing a lady who �takes her dogs to bed, and 

nurses them with a parade of sensibility, when sick,� but allows �her babes to grow up cooked in 

a nursery� (292). Wollstonecraft, in fact, compares the cruelty of a woman who prefers to hold 

her lap-dog rather than her child to a man who savagely beats his horse.  

Both Wollstonecraft and Barbauld, then, paint extremely critical views of a typical 

fashionable �capricious tyrant� who is unfit to run a household because she has not been 

educated to know better. In Vindication, Wollstonecraft describes a �weak woman of fashion� 

inclined to �recline with self-complacency on a sofa� and �insult a worthy old gentlewoman . . . 

who, in better days, had claims on her gratitude� (130). Wollstonecraft faults not only the woman 

herself but also English society as a whole for her conduct. Had this pampered lady received an 

education that provided for the �cultivation of mind� rather than one which taught �artificial 

notions of beauty, and false descriptions of sensibility,� both the woman and her family could 

have benefited greatly (ibid.). Similarly, in �Epistle,� (published the same year as 

Wollstonecraft�s Vindication), Barbauld portrays a �pale Beauty� who lies �on sofas of 

voluptuous ease� with a �body delicate� and �infirm mind,� and who �with languid tones 

imperious mandates urge� (56, 66-67). Much as Wollstonecraft�s �weak woman of fashion� is 

the victim of a corrupting system of education, Barbauld�s �pale Beauty� is �infirm of mind� and 
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only knows of �repugnant vices� rather than of a �frugal nature� that would have enabled her 

properly run her own household. Although such delicacy and sensibility was highly prized and 

cultivated among upper class woman, Barbauld and Wollstonecraft clearly found such traits 

undesirable and connected these apparently useless women with the larger social problems of 

England in general. 

Wollstonecraft and Barbauld perceived that marriage, as well as inadequate education 

and an obsession with fashion, was also a social problem that afflicted women. In 

Wollstonecraft�s Vindication and Barbauld�s �Fashion: A Vision,� both writers link marriage to 

a system of slavery that persists in oppressing women. Although Barbauld wrote several 

conventional love poems addressed to her husband, such as �To Mr. Barbauld, with a Map of the 

Land of Matrimony,� Barbauld�s views on marriage were more complex than these poems 

suggest. In Georgian Chronicle, Betsy Rodgers includes a letter Barbauld wrote to her friend 

Betsy Belsham just before her wedding to Rochemont Barbauld. In the letter, Barbauld confides 

gloomily that in a week she is �to be finally, irrevocably married,� adding that she feels 

�depressed, and my courage almost fails me� (63). Barbauld�s ambivalence about her own 

marriage no doubt caused her to question the custom of matrimony in general, and found an 

outlet in her some of her works. Again, Barbauld�s essay on Charlotte Smith is revealing, as 

Barbauld relates that Smith �was plunged into the cares of a married life before her fine genius 

had received all the advantages it might have gained by a culture more regular and persevering� 

(Selected Poetry 437). Given that Barbauld herself was married just two years after her first 

publication, it is easy to draw parallels between the two writers whose poetic genius was 

distracted by all the cares of a married woman�s lot.  
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Two of Barbauld�s poems, �Epithalamium� and �To Mrs. ---, on Returning a fine 

Hyacinth Plant after the Bloom was over,� in fact, show Barbauld�s unease with a society in 

which �marriage was more or less forced on women, as their only way to a recognized position 

in society� (Rogers, Feminism 7). In both poems, the female subject is happiest when she is still 

at home with her family, and unhappiness and uncertainty accompany her journey to the marital 

home. The feelings of the female subject of �Epithalamium,� in fact, parallel Barbauld�s own 

sentiments in her letter to Betsy Belsham, as the girl�s features betray that �the torch of Love 

unsteady burns� within her, and that �her soft heart with fear is panting� (13, 15). Much as the 

�reluctant maid� in this poem is linked with the fading �scattered rose,� the �cherish�d daughter� 

of �To Mrs. ---,� is compared to a fading hyacinth. Although Barbauld does not state explicitly 

that the daughter is leaving her home to be married, the limited options available to women 

meant that marriage was the only legitimate choice a woman could make. The only difference 

between the plant and the maiden, Barbauld tells us, is that �the plant may bloom again- not so 

the maid� (15). This poem, then, may be considered Barbauld�s own subtle critique of women�s 

limited lot in life. 

After Barbauld finishes the paragraph on fashion and slavery in �Fashion: A Vision,� she 

goes on to maintain that marriage is also a form of feminine enslavement when she tells of a 

�vision� that she had of a strange land. In this vision, Barbauld relates that when a woman is 

about to be married, �her hair, which before fell loosely about her shoulders, is tied up in a 

tress,� and that she is then �invested with ornaments under which she can scarcely move� (288). 

These images of feminine constriction and paralysis are made more explicit when Barbauld 

states that the married woman �is obliged to a still stricter conformity than before to the laws and 

customs of the court, and any deviation from them is severely punished.� The social constraints 
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that a married woman must operate under in Barbauld�s vision, and which Barbauld clearly 

questioned, were enacted in late eighteenth and early nineteenth century England, where women 

had no legal rights and where husbands retained control over their wives� property and finances. 

Indeed, the �stricter conformity� Barbauld writes of is echoed by Wollstonecraft in Vindication 

when the latter writer speaks of the �duties arbitrarily imposed on women� that make a �slavery 

of marriage.� This theme of feminine enslavement, then, clearly concerned both Wollstonecraft 

and Barbauld in regards both to fashion and to marriage, and both writers attributed these 

persistent social problems to a lack of proper education for women. Although Barbauld and 

Wollstonecraft clearly harbored grudges against each other for their differences in feminist 

ideology, the similarities in their writing plainly outweigh these perceived differences. 
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BARBAULD AND THE FEMININE IDEAL 

 

 

 

 

Although Barbauld freely critiqued her male contemporaries in poems such as �To Mr. 

S.T. Coleridge: 1797� and �To Lord Byron,� her poetry shows that she never forgot that, as a 

woman, she was an outsider writing to insiders. Barbauld recognized that although female 

writers numbered in the hundreds during the Romantic period, they were not regarded as the 

mental equals of male writers. As Katharine Rogers points out, �the assumption that woman was 

created for others, with the assumptions about woman�s nature that justified it� persisted in this 

period, and �was always there to block woman�s claims to equal rights and equal fulfillment� 

(Feminism 37). Claims of equality, then, were something most women writers did not have the 

luxury to declare blatantly. Instead, writers such as Barbauld, who were troubled by the 

established political and social order, had to find subtle ways to subvert the established 

masculine order in their poetry. Modern feminists are no doubt disappointed by Barbauld 

because she never made outright claims about liberation or equality, and, moreover, was not �at 

ease in her gender� (McCarthy, �We Hoped� 134). However, the fact that Barbauld was 

uncomfortable with her gender should be seen as part of the struggle toward equality, rather than 

as an explicit rejection of early feminist ideas. English society of the time consistently reinforced 

in ladies magazines and conduct books the feminine ideal: a self-sacrificing woman at ease with 

her subordinate position in society and in the home. Barbauld�s discomfort with her identity as a 

woman also reveals her own internal antipathy to this ideal. As a result, many of Barbauld�s 
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poems show her alternately identifying women�s exclusion from the masculine sphere, asserting 

desire, whether it is for political freedom or more personal objectives, and affirming the power of  

feminine consciousness. 

In two of Barbauld�s more well known poems, �The Mouse�s Petition to Dr. Priestley,� 

and �Inscription for an Ice House,� Barbauld both identifies how women have been excluded 

from the masculine sphere and subtly critiques the masculine order. Although most readers take 

�The Mouse�s Petition to Dr. Priestley� (1773) at face value, as an argument by Barbauld against 

using animals for scientific experiments, a feminist reading of the poem is possible. As William 

McCarthy astutely points out, though �no doubt Priestley took the poem literally,� as have many 

subsequent readers, if he had been better acquainted with some of Anne Finch�s poetry, �he 

might have divined that fables of animal entrapment are a tradition of feminist complaint� (�We 

Hoped the Woman� 125). As we have seen in �Fashion: A Vision,� Barbauld harbored some 

reservations toward marriage because of the severe restrictions it placed upon married women. 

The first eight lines of the poem, which was written circa 1771, sound remarkably similar to a 

letter Barbauld wrote to her friend Betsy Belsham three years later (quoted in the previous 

chapter). Furthermore, considering that the poem is written in the first person, it is easy to 

connect the plight of the mouse with that of the female author. In the letter, Barbauld confides 

how she is depressed and apprehensive of the following week when her wedding will mark a 

decisive change in her future. Now, compare these sentiments to those of the following lines of 

the poem: 

  For here forlorn and sad I sit, 

  Within the wiry grate; 

  And tremble at th� approaching morn, 
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  Which brings impending fate. (5-8) 

Barbauld, then, may have felt an instinctive sympathy early on for the fellow members of her 

sex, since it was generally accepted that a woman�s happiness was dependent on her marrying 

well. Even grimmer was the fact that �there would be no second chance� (Hickok 50), since a 

divorce was impossible for a woman to acquire in England at the time.  

Thus, when Barbauld writes of the �strong oppressive force� that threatens to overwhelm 

�a pensive prisoner�s prayer,� it is possible to read �The Mouse�s Petition� as a subtle critique of 

a masculine order whose �strong oppressive force� imprisons women through marriage. By 

linking the trapped mouse with oppressed women, and by pleading for the liberation of both 

figures, this poem �challenges the male universe exemplified by Priestley�s scientific 

experiments� (Curran 197). Barbauld�s poem �Inscription for an Ice-House,� too, critiques the 

masculine order by comparing it to a controlling and ultimately damaging scientific experiment 

in the form of a refrigerator. As in �The Mouse�s Petition,� man is characterized as an oppressive 

figure who �controuls� and �bends� everything around him �to do him service and perform his 

will� (4, 5-6). Much as the subject of �The Mouse�s Petition� is excluded from partaking in the 

�hospitable board� of the masculine �strong oppressive force,� the female subject of 

�Inscription� is barred from the �genial board� that the masculine �rugged power� creates. Both 

of these words, genial and hospitable, then, may be seen to connote a �male power, easy and 

prodigal� (Armstrong, �Gush� 21). The masculine figures can afford to be lavish in their 

hospitality at the table because they have ownership of the contents. In contrast, the female 

subject is an isolated figure like the mouse, a �stranger� whose fragility and submission to the 

masculine winter is expressed in the soft flowers that decorate her hair. As Armstrong goes on to 

note, �there is destruction and paralysis in the very moment of preservation, as Winter exerts the 
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harshest control over fertility� (ibid.). The feminized berry, peach, and nectarine are paralyzed as 

the ice-house �darts sudden frost into the crimson veins,� thus arresting the growth and 

evolvement of the developing fruit. Barbauld makes the connection between the frozen fruit and 

feminine immobility more apparent when she unexpectedly uses the collective first person in line 

26 and writes that the masculine winter �cools with his icy breath our flowing cups.� Much as 

the bride in �Fashion: A Vision� is so decorated with ornaments that she can scarcely move, the 

feminine subject is subject to the danger of �seizure and withering through cold� (ibid. 23).  

In an interesting twist, Barbauld reverses this exclusion of the feminine in her poem �To 

a Little Invisible Being Who Is Expected Soon to Become Visible� by erasing men altogether 

from the scene of domestic bliss. Although female figures such as �the nurse,� �eager matrons,� 

and the �Mother�s eye� are all mentioned (lines 10-11, 26), the only male present is �the 

Almighty� (8). Whereas man has ownership of the home and its contents in �The Mouse�s 

Petition� and �Inscription to an Icehouse,� it is the female figure who has ownership in �To a 

Little Invisible Being.� By excluding men from the maternal realm, Barbauld pointedly shows 

that it is women who are responsible for brining �swarms of new life� into the world (11). While 

male poets such as Wordsworth and Coleridge pursued intangible metaphysical truths and hidden 

recesses in their imaginations, the birthing process allows a woman to access a �Part of herself� 

that is �yet to herself unknown� (22). Although women may be outsiders in the literary realm of 

high Romanticism, Barbauld maintains that the life-affirming process of childbirth will always 

be an exclusively feminine realm and one in which potential creative power is wrapped up in the 

connection between mother and child. 

It is important to note at this point that Barbauld appears to be struggling with two 

conflicting views on motherhood in �To a Little Invisible Being.� Much as she alternately 
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portrayed marriage as either liberating or constricting for her female subjects, Barbauld also 

appears to perceive motherhood as both empowering and suffocating. Gilbert and Gubar argue 

that a woman writer may perceive �her womb as a kind of tomb or perceive her child�s 

occupation of her house/body as depersonalizing,� and even if she does not, still �may recognize 

that in an essential way she has been defined simply by her purely biological usefulness to her 

species� (88). Barbauld, in line 20, even uses Gilbert and Gubar�s terminology and states that the 

mother figure longs for labor so that she may �free thee living from thy living tomb.� Barbauld 

also identifies the baby as a �burden,� even if it is one that the mother gladly assumes, the 

pregnancy itself as �tedious,� and recognizes that the pains the mother must suffer are �nature�s 

sharpest pangs� (19). Although the masculine sphere is vanished from Barbauld�s vision in this 

poem, the role of the feminine sphere appears to be diminished by the last eight lines. While the 

mother is left behind with her �living tomb,� the �little captive� escapes from the �prison� of the 

mother�s womb and makes its way into the world. Barbauld, then, reveals her discomfort with 

the feminine role of motherhood that has been assigned to women since it is a role that keeps 

them from exploring their own creative powers. While the infant is shown taking action and 

exploring its new world, the woman fails to perceive either �wit� or �eloquence� in anything but 

her infant�s cries. 

Barbauld not only treats the exclusion of the feminine from the public sphere, but also 

exposes how this exclusion negatively impacts women. Whereas the masculine authority stood to 

gain from the painful process of warfare, women were forced to suffer all the hardships and 

receive none of the benefits. In both �Sins of Government, Sins of the Nation; Or, a Discourse 

for the Fast, Appointed on April 19, 1793� and Eighteen Hundred and Eleven, Barbauld 

emphasizes that just because women do not fight in wars does not mean that they are excluded 
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from feeling the effects of the war effort. In paragraph 20 of �Sins of Government, Sins of the 

Nation,� a stinging satire directed against the British government�s use of the fast to unite the 

nation behind the war effort, Barbauld writes that the nation should not focus solely on the great 

war heroes, but also should realize the efforts made by the countless numbers of soldiers who 

form the backbone of the military structure. This focus on the common man is similar to 

Wordsworth and his treatment of characters and scenes from �humble and rustic life,� such as in 

�The Ruined Cottage,� but Barbauld goes further by examining the acute suffering of her female 

subjects. Thus, in paragraph 20, she goes on to account for the �uncounted tears of her who 

weeps alone,� and who �does not shed her sorrows over his grave, for she has never learnt 

whether he ever had one� (Selected Poetry 313). This stark portrayal of feminine suffering 

succeeds in pointing out that although women in general were excluded from participating in 

governments and thus from making laws, they were not excluded from feeling the painful effects 

of these laws.  

This focus on feminine suffering through warfare is echoed in the third stanza of 

Barbauld�s controversial poem Eighteen Hundred and Eleven. In this much-criticized poem, 

Barbauld shows the pain of mothers, wives, sisters, and female friends as they lose their beloved 

male counterparts. Much as the unnamed female in �Sins of Government, Sins of the Nation� is 

left alone and bereft because of the senseless act of warfare perpetuated by an unfeeling 

government, in Eighteen Hundred and Eleven an unmarried woman deprived of a prospective 

husband becomes �the rose� that �withers on its virgin thorns� (Poems 30). Women, then, are not 

excluded from the masculine realm of warfare, because the actions of a nation must necessarily 

affect both genders. In the second stanza, Barbauld equates �Man� with the nation-state, and it is 

that entity who provokes war and the �Famine,�  �Disease,� and �Rapine� that follows (15-16). 
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The use of the term �Man,� therefore, turns the nation-state into an oppressive masculine symbol 

that crushes both the men and women under its control. It is therefore important to differentiate 

this �Man� of line 15 from the �frantic man at strife� from line 11. Whereas �Man� is 

synonymous with the monolithic nation-state, the �frantic man� becomes like the �soft one� of 

line 33, since both figures are excluded from �the joys of life� offered to them by Nature (12). 

Indeed, the �helpless peasant� of line 20 becomes the victim of the agents of the nation-state 

when passing soldiers consume what is left of the peasant�s meager food supply, thereby 

condemning the peasant to starvation. Like her male contemporaries, then, Barbauld wrote of the 

common man, but she also brought feminine suffering and therefore a feminine consciousness 

into the masculine realm, thereby showing how common men and ordinary women alike are 

dominated by an all-powerful masculine authority embodied in the nation-state. 

Barbauld not only wrote about feminine exclusion from the public realm, but also 

explored the feminine assertion of desire. Given Barbauld�s recognition of the restraints imposed 

on her by the masculine order, many of her poems show her seeking to break out of these 

restraints by asserting both personal and political desire. One of Barbauld�s comic poems, �Bouts 

Rimes in Praise of old Maids,� is worth taking note of at this point for its feminist basis and for 

its portrayal of women asserting their own desires. While the women of �The Rights of Woman� 

find themselves �subduing and subdued� and losing their pride and ambition in the higher state 

of marriage, the �ancient damsels� of the former poem are shown enjoying their lives to the 

fullest because they do not have to fritter away their time on domestic concerns. Barbauld, then, 

departs from the conventional portrait of an older, unmarried woman as a �sad, lonely, frustrated 

old maid, whose chief hope was to attach herself to a family as a sort of surrogate mother figure� 

(Hickok 4). The old maids of Barbauld�s poem, in contrast, are able to indulge their desire for 
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fun and pleasure since �no household cares your free enjoyments Saddle� (Poems 3). These old 

maids may not have lovers or nurseries full of children, but as Barbauld puts it, these things are 

�too dearly bought when liberty�s at Stake.� Furthermore, the joy that lovers or babies bring is 

dampened all too soon when husbands start straying or children are taken away �by death�s 

untimely Sickle.� Instead of losing sleep over �squalling brats� and being forced to entertain 

children all day, old maids are able to enjoy �pleasure�s free career.� Whereas women�s 

conventional role is to please and to entertain others, the women of Barbauld�s poem need only 

worry about pleasing and entertaining themselves. Although in the beginning of the poem, 

Barbauld notes that old maids must go through �life�s wide sea� in their �lonely skiff,� the 

negativity of this loneliness becomes positive in the last line when Barbauld asserts that �greatly 

alone you stand without a Prop.�  Barbauld, then, appears not so much as �an enemy of women�s 

desire,� but rather as a woman who recognized the restrictions imposed on women by the 

patriarchal order and who subtly undermined this order in her poetry by asserting feminine 

desire. 

The male establishment at Warrington Academy, a dissenting academy where Barbauld�s 

father taught the classics, provided the inspiration for several poems in which the female subjects 

all assert desire. As Elizabeth Kraft and William McCarthy point out in a footnote to the poem, 

Lucy Aikin once wrote the following lines about the inspiration for the poem �To Wisdom�: 

�Somebody [at Warrington Academy] was bold enough to talk of getting up private theatricals 

This was a dreadful business! All the wise and grave, the whole tutorhood, cried out, it must not 

be! The students, the Rigbys, and, I must add, my aunt, took the prohibition very sulkily; and my 

aunt�s Ode to Wisdom was the result� (Poems 253). Given that Barbauld�s father was one of the 

tutors who opposed setting up theatricals, Barbauld�s poem �virtually personifies the Academy�s 
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authorities- who included her father- and thus transforms the poem into an outright repudiation 

of them� (McCarthy, �We Hoped� 119). Barbauld is not arguing against the value of acquiring 

wisdom, but rather opposing a masculine type of wisdom that will �dry the springs whence hope 

should flow� and make an �empty boast of pompous name.� Since wisdom is associated with an 

�empire,� and it was of course men who constructed empires in Barbauld�s day, they are set in 

direct opposition to a narrator who endorses personal desire. Given that the poem is in the first 

poem, the authority of the feminine speaker validates the desire for �pleasure�s frolic train� and 

�fancy�s golden reign.� Feminine wisdom, then, is associated with a �gentle sway� that does not 

seek to constrict feminine desire but instead frees the female narrator and others like her to revel 

in life�s delights, while the envious �wise� masculine authority must stand separate from them 

with a �frown austere.� 

Aikin�s quotation, given in the above paragraph, mentioned the Rigby sisters, and two of 

Barbauld�s poems to these sisters reinforce Barbauld�s argument for the validity of feminine 

desire. As McCarthy points out, �the Rigby sisters, whose actual gaiety seems to have alarmed 

the Warrington tutors, are celebrated in two unpublished poems for the very frivolity that the 

tutors condemned� (�We Hoped� 134). The first poem, �To Sarah Rigby,� encourages the 

subject to use her charm and her �sprightly ease� to �nurse the tender buds of young desire� in 

her �prey.� Thus, Miss Rigby is portrayed as both a being with a great capacity for joy and 

pleasure and as a predator, instead of the prey, of young men. She is not a passive receptacle for 

male desire, but rather the instigator and controller of this desire. In the second poem, �Elizabeth 

Rigby,� the feminine subject is the embodiment of pleasure as she is linked with Celia, �the 

queen of sports and sudden smiles,� as she �stands like the laughing year and breathes delight� 

(Poems 1, 4). Much as Barbauld was not at ease with her own gender, and especially with her 
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status as a woman writer, the subject in this poem cannot be entirely at easy with her femininity. 

Toward the end of the poem, Barbauld warns her subject �Rash maid beware! Vindictive Love 

has power� (11). The subject is thus made to realize that there is a price for using her femininity 

to trap her lovers, since she herself will eventually feel �love�s alarms� and her frolicking spirit 

will be subdued. 

Barbauld not only asserted the importance of feminine desire, but also explored her desire 

for the liberty of all human beings. The importance of freedom, already examined in regards to 

women in �Bouts Rimes in Praise of old Maids,� becomes central in Barbauld�s critique of 

slavery in �Sins of Government, Sins of the Nation� and in �Epistle to William Wilberforce, Esq. 

on the Rejection of the Bill for abolishing the Slave Trade.� Barbauld employs stinging satire in 

the former discourse on nations and their sins by stating that nations who practice slavery should 

put aside any show of religion when in essence they are offering up �human sacrifices.� Rather, 

Barbauld says, nations who are guilty of such a barbaric practice should proclaim �every thing is 

sweet from which money is extracted, and that we know better than to deprive ourselves of a 

gain for the sake of a fellow-creature� (Selected Poetry 309). To Barbauld, atheistic nations are 

no worse than Christian nations who practice slavery because the latter nations only �make 

pretences to religion� (Ibid. 308). Instead of feeding off other nations to improve the commerce 

of one�s own nation, Barbauld states that nations should strive to get along as equals, which 

means that no nation has the right to enslave one of its neighbors, and that public policy ought to 

be guided by the same principles which rule private life. A nation that follows this principle, 

then, and eschews slavery may be considered �religious,� while a nation that only makes a 

pretense at religion through showy actions such as building monumental churches and 

conducting elaborate fasts is at heart �profligate and unprincipled� (Ibid. 302). 
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Barbauld develops this argument against slavery even further in her poem �Epistle to 

William Wilberforce.� In the first two lines, Barbauld urges Wilberforce, who in 1791 tried to 

push through a bill abolishing the slave trade and was defeated, to give up trying to convince 

others of the rightness of his cause because England�s sin ought to be self-evident to its people. 

Barbauld points out the connection between commerce in slavery as she did in �Sins of 

Government� by sadly stating that �Where seasoned tools of Avarice prevail,/ A Nation�s 

eloquence, combined, must fail� (Poems 25-26). Furthermore, she ominously predicts that 

England will not escape unscathed from the consequences of enslaving fellow human beings. 

Barbauld cautions that such a grave sin as slavery is unlikely to go unavenged by those who are 

being sinned against and goes on to conclude that both �Independence� and �Freedom� (like the 

�Genius� of Eighteen Hundred and Eleven) will take leave of the corruption and immorality that 

now characterize England. She ends this dismal portrayal of England and its sins by again 

addressing Wilberforce and other abolitionists, stating that it is too late to save England from its 

fate, and that it is up to history now to report the �stain� of slavery. 

Much as Barbauld addressed political and social concerns as a part of her struggle to 

realize what it means to be a woman writer, she also addressed the question of feminine identity 

and asserted the value of feminine consciousness. In her poem �A Summer Evening�s 

Meditation,� Barbauld inserts a definitive feminine consciousness as a counterbalance to the 

weight given to the masculine consciousness of writers such as Wordsworth and Milton. As 

William McCarthy notes, the female subject�s ascent through space parallels �the Miltonic 

Satan�s journey upwards from Hell through Chaos to Earth,� and, moreover, �Satan�s rebellion 

against the deity is an archetype of Barbauld�s various insurgencies against patriarchy; like him, 

she will not stay in her assigned space� (�We Hoped� 130). Barbauld, then, refuses to remain in 
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her designated domestic sphere: �fearless thence/ I launch into the trackless deeps of space� 

(Poems 81-82). Much as Satan appeared to the Romantics as the great rebel and poet of Paradise 

Lost, Barbauld takes on the role of the hero of the poem even as she emphasizes a uniquely 

feminine consciousness. Within the first ten lines of the poem, Barbauld has the feminized moon 

�push/ Her brother down the sky� (9-10). Both �Contemplation� and �Wisdom� are feminized as 

well, and the first-person pronoun abounds, as in �Corsica,� suggesting the power and 

subjectivity of the female author. Barbauld implies the limitations of such feminine power by 

addressing how women�s reproductive capacity can restrict their intellectual strivings: �Where 

embryo systems and unkindled suns/ Sleep in the womb of chaos? Fancy droops,/ And thought 

astonished stops her bold career� (96-8). In these lines, childbirth initially arrests the author�s 

progress through space as she recognizes that �in an essential way she has been defined simply 

by her purely biological usefulness to her species� (Gilbert and Gubar 88). Whereas in �To a 

Little Invisible Being Who Is Expected Soon to Become Visible� power is located in the 

potential of the child�s mind, in �A Summer Evening�s Meditation� Barbauld returns to the 

subject of her own mind and its progress. Thus, in the very next line, Barbauld confidently 

endorses the great capabilities of the female mind by describing it with adjectives such as 

�powerful� and �mighty� (99). Although Barbauld ends the poem having her �soul� return to its 

mundane existence, she states that she is merely waiting for the �appointed time� (118), and that 

�the hour will come� (119) when her mind will receive such knowledge that will �unlock the 

glories of the world unknown� (122).  

In poems such as �Epistle to William Wilberforce, Esq. on the Rejection of the Bill for 

abolishing the Slave Trade� (1792) and �To Mr. S.T. Coleridge: 1797,� Barbauld asserts the 

value of feminine consciousness by challenging the popular literary conventions of her 
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masculine contemporaries and asserting her own literary ethic. This ethic, in fact, can be tied to 

Mellor�s idea of feminine Romanticism with its �ethic of care� and belief in �gender equality� 

(Romanticism and Gender 84). According to Barbauld, poetic genius is useless if it does not 

accompany a humanitarian aim, and Barbauld thus believed in the validity of her own poetic 

vision over that of her male contemporaries, and by addressing her poems to Byron and 

Coleridge, she was letting them know of this validity. By the latter half of the eighteenth century, 

nature poetry, with its exaltation of pastoral landscapes and its emphasis on spiritual rejuvenation 

through nature, was becoming increasingly popular and would of course reach its zenith with the 

Lake poets. In �Epistle to William Wilberforce,� however, Barbauld questions the value of 

poetry that depicts scenes of natural beauty and ignores the social and political realities of 

Britain�s conditions. Barbauld begins the poem by praising Wilberforce, who in 1791 urge 

Parliament to abolish the slave trade but was voted down, and asserting that Wilberforce�s efforts 

are in vain for �Thy Country knows the sin, and stands the same� (Poems 2). One such group 

that consciously averts its eyes from the �sin,� Barbauld states, are the nature poets who love to 

write of the �milk-maid�s song� and the �hum of village talk� (73). Since the �lone Poet in his 

evening walk� prefers to see only �heart-expanding scenes� of England, he thus closes his eyes 

to the realities of slavery and ignores the �dumb sullen looks of woe� and �the sounding lash� 

(74, 79, 82, 84). As Ross astutely notes, Barbauld suggests that �the lies propagated and 

sustained by pastoral poetry contribute to tyranny over the slave as much as the actual policies 

and weapons that maintain the slave system� (Contours 22 1). To Barbauld, then, the poet�s very 

inaction, resulting from an egotistical self-absorption with his own imagination, suggests a 

complicity with the system and thus makes the poet as guilty as the slave owners themselves. 

Barbauld�s own literary ethic, in contrast, seeks to take action by identifying these societal ills 
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and thereby attempting to create an impetus for change, as witnessed in this powerful poem 

against slavery. 

In her poem, �To Mr. S.T. Coleridge: 1797� Anna Barbauld again questions the 

Romantic literary conventions espoused by her masculine contemporaries. As Anne Mellor 

points out in her important feminist critique Romanticism and Gender, female poets such as 

Anna Barbauld �tended to celebrate, not the achievements of the imagination nor the overflow of 

powerful feelings, but rather the workings of the rational mind� (2). �To Mr. S.T. Coleridge: 

1797� is, in fact, a sharp analysis of the idealism of high Romanticism with its valuing of 

vacancy and pensiveness. Barbauld immediately shows her engagement with the literary 

conventions of the day by writing the poem in blank verse, an ambitious poetic form that 

Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats all employed in conscious imitation of Milton�s 

Paradise Lost. Whereas Wordsworth and Coleridge found an imaginative value in passive 

contemplation of natural scenes, Barbauld argues that such contemplation is wasteful, especially 

when reality is exchanged for illusions that only �seem realities� (Poems 10). Furthermore, 

Barbauld criticized poets for egoist impulses that cause them to ignore social ethics and to 

embrace a self-centered pursuit of �mystic visions� and �vacant space� (8, 10) that can only lead 

to confusion and wasted years. Indeed, the �tangled mazes� of line 3 become the �maze of 

metaphysic lore� of line 34, connecting the entanglements of an actual grove with the twisting 

and turning of the high poetic mind. Barbauld goes on to point out at the end of the poem that the 

�vacant space� (10) of the �vacant mind� (22) should be exchanged for �active scenes� (38) that 

will refresh the mind and cause the poet to rejoin the world and to do something useful. As in 

�Epistle to William Wilberforce,� Barbauld is urging poets not to get so caught up in their own 

web of imaginative musings that they forget to observe the reality of the world around them and 
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instead to follow a literary ethic that will allow them to make changes for the good of their 

fellow man and the welfare of their own country (41). 

Barbauld�s use of the popular literary figure Echo in her poem �A Riddle� is a subtle, yet 

still powerful, affirmation of the power of the feminine mind. As Lucy Newlyn points out, �as a 

poetic figure, Echo was traditionally favoured by poets for her feminine receptivity; and 

Romantic poets in particular used Echo to confirm their own creative power� (249). However, 

the Echo of Barbauld�s poem refuses to be a passive receptacle of masculine creative power. 

When the �poet sublime� chooses to seek out Echo to try out their rhymes, Echo is portrayed as 

the supporter and sustainer of the rhyme. Echo also cannot deny that she is apt �to love the last 

word,� and that although she may not be so rude as to contradict what is said to her, she must 

contradict the conventional maxim that states that �maids should be seen and not heard� (Poems 

27). Whereas the women of Barbauld�s day were valued for their beauty and were discouraged 

from voicing their own opinions, Echo proudly asserts that �the reverse is my case,� for she is 

never seen and her beauty lies in her speech. Thus, Echo resists the feminine ideal of the 

decorative female, and her love of the spoken word prevents her from becoming the mere 

repeater of the male poet�s words. Moreover, given that the Echo of this poem is the product of 

the feminine imagination, the �poem sublime� can be seen to represent both male and female 

writers. 

In one of Barbauld�s more famous poems, �Corsica,� Barbauld struggles with the 

question of what it meant to be a woman in her day by addressing women�s exclusion from the 

public sphere, the validity of political and personal desire, and the importance of feminine 

consciousness. While a poem such as �To Mr. Barbauld, with a Map of the Land of Matrimony� 

reinforces a cultural stereotype of women in their assigned domestic role as wives, �Corsica� 
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refutes this stereotype by showing the power of feminine subjectivity. Although Barbauld 

attempts to downplay this power by stating that she is �weak and powerless� and can only help 

the war effort through prayer (133-34), the very existence of the poem and its persuasive tone in 

favor of liberty attests to an appropriation of artistic authority. Furthermore, in line 32, Barbauld 

asserts that is it �I� who �trace[s] the pictur�d landscape,� and this assertion of authorial 

subjectivity is an act of empowerment in itself. Furthermore, both �Liberty� and �virtue� are 

feminized and feminine freedom of movement is emphasized throughout the poem. Although 

this emphasis on feminine movement may not seem particularly revolutionary to modern readers, 

during Barbauld�s era �the suppression of bodily activity in girls was, of course, part of their 

training to be �ladies�� (McCarthy, �We Hoped� 129-30). To Barbauld�s female audience, then, 

this portrayal of a feminized Liberty roaming across the �lonely scenes/ Of unquelled nature� 

(68-69) unchecked and unguided must have made for an exciting reading. Given that Barbauld 

feminizes Corsica by associating it with the moon and �her struggling fires,� Corsica�s defeat 

and the eradication of her �presumptuous zeal� may in fact be linked with the larger suppression 

of women in general. 

It is important to note that although Barbauld begins the final stanza of the poem by sadly 

stating that �Cyrnus is no more� (186), she goes on to declare that: 

 There yet remains a freedom, nobler far 

 Than kings or senates can destroy or give; 

 Beyond the proud oppressor�s cruel grasp 

 Seated secure; uninjure�d; undestroy�d; 

 Worthy of Gods: The freedom of the mind. (197-201) 
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As Susan Gubar and Sandra Gilbert remind us, �for women in particular patriarchal culture has 

always assumed mental exercises would have dire consequences� (55). For a woman writing in 

the eighteenth century, then, it was indeed courageous to proclaim the importance of intellectual 

freedom. Given that Barbauld does not make this freedom gender-specific, it can therefore be 

assumed that men and women alike should share in this �freedom of the mind.� 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 

Now that the boundaries of the British Romantic literary canon are being debated, Anna 

Letitia Barbauld deserves serious consideration as an important figure within the canon. 

Although Mary Favret claims that Barbauld, along with Charlotte Smith and Felicia Hemans, 

should be considered one of the �newly canonized writers� (68), few scholars and readers would 

agree with this assessment. Only a small number of courses at the university level are devoted to 

Romantic women writers, and given that hundreds of these women made important literary 

contributions, time limits and the availability of appropriate textbooks tend to restrict such 

courses. Thus, �a course in �men writers� is still the norm or unmarked case; a course in women 

writers is still the exception or marked case� (Linkin 45).  

Furthermore, many of the courses, and moreover, scholarship, that focus on Romantic 

women writers, persist in evaluating these writers only in connection to the male canonical poets. 

Thus, these scholars and teachers forget that during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

women writers did not need the prop of their male contemporaries, but were successful 

professional writers in their own right who often influenced male writers. As Stuart Curran 

points out, Charlote Smith, rather than Coleridge or Wordsworth, should be credited with the 

revival of the sonnet during the Romantic era (�Woman Readers� 188), and Dorothy 

Wordsworth�s journals clearly had an impact on the poetry of her canonical brother. Barbauld�s 

herself interacted with and even influenced writers such as William Wordsworth and Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge, and her work was often critiqued in the articles of important literary journals, 
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such as the Contemporary Review and the Quarterly Review. Coleridge was so eager to meet 

Barbauld that he walked forty miles to see her, and Henry Crabb Robinson reported in his 

�Reminiscences� that he had heard Wordsworth give the following remark about Barbauld�s 

poem �Life�: �I am not in the habit of grudging people their good things, but I wish I had written 

those lines� (qtd. in McCarthy and Kraft, Selected Poems 174). However, and this is the most 

salient point, her work should be considered for its own merits and not merely as complements to 

the work of �the big six,� or, as Harriet Linkin puts it, the �mighty six� (46).  

One obstacle to advocating for Barbauld�s inclusion in the Romantic canon, of course, is 

that no concrete text of the canon exists. The canon, rather, appears to be the Holy Grail of the 

literary world for most writers. It may therefore be more useful, as John Guillory points out, to 

focus on the syllabus, in all its �finite materiality� (32). Given that most women poets have such 

poor representation in most literary courses and publications on the Romantic era, this 

institutional focus may indeed make more sense. In Haefner�s important study on the Romantic 

canon, Haefner shows that �the MLA Bibliography records 951 books and articles published on 

William Wordsworth; 610 on Coleridge; 427 on Percy Shelley; 410 on Byron; and 387 on 

Keats� (46). Unsurprisingly, Romantic women poets had a much poorer showing, with works on 

Barbauld totaling only 4. However, I would argue that concrete or not, the canon is, and will 

remain, an important component of the literary world. Rather than forgetting about the canon 

altogether, therefore, it may be more constructive to focus on getting more women writers on the 

syllabus, so that more scholars and students can read and rediscover these writers. As William 

McCarthy points out, �canonization studies suggest that canonization requires, for writers, as for 

saints, persistent advocacy� (Romanticism and Women Poets, 180). Whereas family members 

such as Mary Shelley, Sarah Coleridge, and Christopher Wordsworth all campaigned vigorously 
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to establish male figures such as Percy Bysshe Shelley, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and William 

Wordsworth in the literary canon, women writers in the past have failed to garner such advocacy. 

Advocating for their appearance on more literary syllabi may, therefore, eventually lead to 

canonical status. 

Another serious obstacle is that even when women writers are included in a syllabus, 

their works are considered markedly inferior to those of the male poets. A modern student, for 

example, who sits down to read Barbauld�s �The Rights of Woman� or �The Mouse�s Petition� 

will immediately be tempted to consider whether it is in fact �good� poetry. And, when 

compared to Wordsworth�s or Keats�s more well-known poetry, the temptation is strong to 

dismiss Barbauld�s writing as too sentimental and conventional. Thus, part of the problem in 

examining a poet such as Barbauld is that �we have had two hundred years to discover a 

discourse of and strategies for reading male poets,� but we are still trying to find ways to talk 

about rediscovered female poets such as Anna Barbauld (Armstrong, �Gush� 15). It is therefore 

important to consider that the Romantic era consisted of more than �a wonderfully consistent 

group of six male poets who seem consumed with similar concerns� who seem to have readily 

apparent �homogenous philosophies� (Linkin, 48). Students of the Romantic era, then, learn of 

the importance of nature, revolutions, imagination, etc., but do not understand the overall 

dynamic of the era. It is therefore important to challenge the apparent homogeneity of the 

Romantic era by opening up the field to women writers who were influencing the literary and 

social climate of their day along with the male writers. 

During the nineteenth century, Barbauld faced great criticism for not writing enough 

�feminine� poetry and for writing too much on masculine themes such as politics and warfare, 

while in the twentieth century critics such as Marlon B. Ross criticize Barbauld�s poetry for 
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being too feminine. As Anne Mellor points out in her important book Romanticism and Gender, 

until more scholarly work is done on female poets, this �historical phenomenon we call 

Romanticism� will continue to be �unwittingly gender-biased� (1). Given that an understanding 

of Romanticism previously has been determined by an exclusively masculine output and 

therefore an exclusively masculine ideology, then, an examination of important female authors 

such as Anna Barbauld is valuable in defining new ways of regarding the social, political, and 

literary atmospheres of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
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